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The season of giving is here, and we have all the best gifts for everyone on your list this year!

From ideas to get the family in the holiday spirit, to gifts that’ll keep your loved ones healthy and happy, you’re sure to find something unique, perfect, and affordable with all the deals we’ve got for you!

**IKONICK**

What you visualize daily shapes your life. Co-founders Mark Mastrandrea and Jeff Cole started IKONICK as a side-hustle, but what it has become is a network of people tapping into their full potential; partnering with entrepreneurial icons Gary Vaynerchuck and Scooter Braun, they earned official licenses from Monopoly, Peanuts, NASA, Muhammad Ali, NBA, Daymond John, Scrabble, and many others.

The officially licensed Monopoly Art Collection combines imagery from the classic board game with mantras adopted by Mark and Jeff as they’ve built their passion into the fastest-growing digital art company worldwide. Own a piece of IKONICK property today!

Sizes starting at $90

www.ikonick.com

**GLYPH MOLECULAR SPIRITS**

Looking for a different take on a classic gift? Try Glyph Molecular Spirits. These unique spirits are made sustainably with natural plant and fruit extracts in under 24 hours. No barrels, no aging. And with three different varieties, you’re bound to find something special for anyone.


**SUJA**

Suja is passionate about crafting a range of unique, functional and delicious beverages for all to enjoy. Always organic, clean-label, and featuring local plant-powered ingredients, Suja has a drink for every lifestyle. Proudly introducing new product lines, including Elevated Nutrients and Sparkling Cold-Pressed Juice! This holiday season support your immune system with Suja’s Functional Shots such as Vitamin C, Vitamin D & Zinc and Immunity Defense. Being healthy on-the-go has never been so convenient and delicious! Learn more at www.sujajuice.com and use code LAWEEKLY for 10% off now through December 31st.

**HOLIDAYS IN YOUR CAR**

Discover a symphony of sight and sound at one of Southern California’s largest Drive-Thru Holiday Light Spectaculars! Experience Holidays In Your Car at the Ventura County Fairgrounds featuring more than ONE MILLION LED lights, holograms, projection mapping and lasers animated to the tunes of holiday classics.

What better way to get out and experience a magical evening with your loved ones? Get in the car and get your cell phones ready. Buckle up and enjoy the
dazzling lights from the safety of your own vehicle while respecting social distance rules.

This magical drive-thru journey showcases amazing holiday-themed light displays that are intricately and painstakingly assembled by Santa's team of elves celebrating the most magical time of the year.

November 22nd – January 2nd
holidaysinyourcar.com

CROP SWAP SUBSCRIPTION

Get the chef in your life a subscription with CropSwap this holiday season! CropSwap is an app that connects Angelenos to local farmers and growers. Users can subscribe to seasonal-themed offerings that range from breakfast, caramel apple and pizza kits, to harvest boxes featuring rare produce. All items are picked, packed and delivered to your doorstep within 24 hours of harvest. Safe, contactless and fee-free pick-up is also available. Los Angeles farms that offer subscription boxes on the app include Golden State Papayas, County Line Harvest, Sow A Heart Farms, Hungry Gardens and more. Visit www.cropswap.com for more information.

HOLIDAY ROAD

From the team that brought you Nights of the Jack, welcome to Holiday Road, the newest and most exciting drive-thru holiday experience in the country located at King Gillette Ranch in Calabasas, CA! You can expect to see larger-than-life holiday installations, tons of Christmas lights, Santa, Mrs. Claus, elves, countless candy canes and all your favorite holiday cheer! Join us this season at Holiday Road for the most wonderful time of the year! www.holidayroadusa.com

THERABODY

TheraOne CBD is a new standard of USDA Certified Organic, scientifically formulated natural wellness solutions that harness the restorative benefits of CBD to help you feel better and bring your body back into balance.

Their innovative, patent-pending BioSorb™ Technology formulation process helps your body more easily absorb all of the natural benefits of CBD. That means more effective results for you. Product to try: Sleep CBD Tincture to promote restful sleep, support restorative relaxation and help prevent morning grogginess.

Committed to wellness, Therabody has also joined forces with (RED) to support the fight against two pandemics: AIDS and COVID-19.

To be a part of their mission and to restore your body, take advantage of their Cyber Week offers: Theragun PRO: $150 off; Elite: $100 off; Prime: $75 off; TheraONE: BOGO Free (All sales valid 11/20 - 12/1).

EVERLYWELL

They make lab tests easy, with 30+ at home kits (food sensitivity, STD, testos-
terone, metabolism, fertility, etc.), simple collection, free shipping, and physician reviewed results and insights.

Now more than ever, it's important to take care of your health. Especially your sexual health. Take ownership of your sexual health with Everlywell's at home lab tests. For less than the cost of most Netflix subscriptions, current members can stay on top of their sexual health by paying $14.99/month to get one STD test of their choice delivered to their door – and a telehealth doctor's consultation is included in the cost for those who need it! Read more here.

Tests include Chlamydia and Gonorrhea, Syphilis, Hepatitis C, HIV and more. All packaging is unmarked, discreet and you won't be targeted with ads for STI tests online.

More than just a test, Jonathan Van Ness (JVN) of Queer Eye fame plus a surprise guest will be answering your down-and-dirty sexual health questions as part of a special "Sex Ed for grown ups" session happening on Everlywell's Instagram later this month.

Take advantage of their Cyber Week deal: 35% Off Sitewide with code HEALTH. Valid from 11/26 to 12/1.

**HUM NUTRITION**
Discover the best vitamins and supplements for your skin, hair, body and mood with HUM Nutrition. Formulated by experts with active ingredients that actually work, HUM is the first company to successfully bridge beauty and wellness, inviting everyone from everywhere to start within. Hum Nutrition's cutting-edge, science-backed supplements are all about making you look and feel your most beautiful.

Take HUM’s 3-minute quiz and they'll match your goals to their clinically proven nutrients and products to support a healthy immunity, skin, hair, body, mood and even a whole vegan collection! Product to try: Mighty Night vitamins to promote overnight cell renewal for skin and body.

Get in on the deal with their Cyber Week offer: Up to 50% off your first purchase when you buy 3 items on a 3-month refill plan with code SITEWIDE! Valid for orders between $29 - $150 from 11/23 to 12/1.

**HYDROW**
Hydrow is a full-body workout and immersive experience that takes you on waterways around the world, all from your home.

The Hydrow’s patented drag mechanism is electromagnetic and computer-controlled. Its distinctive components make it the closest thing to being on the water. An industrial-grade webbed strap makes each stroke smooth and virtually silent. Flying birds, beautiful sunrises and sunsets, jumping stingrays, massive boats passing by; the excitement of watching your instructors navigate real, live-on-the-water scenarios is unlike anything else. Hydrow brings the outside in. It’s truly a full-body workout (engaging 86% of your muscles, nearly double compared to cycling and running).

Hydrow’s wheel system makes moving it around the house easy. And if you’re short on space, you can tilt Hydrow into the upright position for storage between use.

Act now to get their Cyber Week deal: $250 off your Hydrow purchase + a free under machine mat & On The Mat Kit ($500 total savings). Valid 11/22 - 11/30.

**INSIDETRACKER**
InsideTracker is an ultra-personalized nutrition system that analyzes your blood, DNA and lifestyle to help you optimize your body and reach your goals.

The InsideTracker platform analyses and tracks key biochemical and physiological markers as they change over time. They then use sophisticated algorithms and large scientific databases to determine optimal zones for each user's markers. The expert system then provides science-driven lifestyle and nutrition interventions that empower people to optimize their markers. When optimized, these marker levels have been scientifically proven to increase vitality, improve performance and extend life.

Transform your body’s data into true knowledge, meaningful insights and a customized Action Plan of science-backed, nutrition, fitness and lifestyle recommendations.

New customers get the best deal of the year: 25% Off Sitewide or $200 Off the Ultimate. Valid 11/24-12/1.

'TIS THE SEASON TO GET STRONGER, TO BE HEALTHIER, TO TAKE CONTROL
HOLIDAY GIFTS THAT ARE FOOD FOR THE SOUL

BY MICHELE STUEVEN

With more of us cooking at home this year, cookbooks have never been hotter. Pop a bottle of personalized champagne to go with your Forma cheese platter, light up some incense for your Michelle Obama Ritual Palo Santo Holder and get cooking with a little Aster Farms x Potli Cannabis Infused Extra Virgin Olive Oil and Nancy Silverton's latest cookbook. Here are some holiday gift ideas that you can shop and ship while hunkered down.

Santa Monica restaurateur Yunnie Kim Morena has teamed up with Kym Gold of Style Union Home to create a new collection of ritual items, multi-purpose plates, and an exclusive cloud nesting bowl launching December 1st on kimchiavocado.com. The collection ranges from $45 for the Ruth Ceramic Bowl to $185 for the Matilda 3 Piece Ceramic Cloud Spice Bowl Set. Morena chose pieces in colors of grey, white and light blush to reflect her California lifestyle, while also honoring her Korean roots.

That blend can best be seen in the Michelle Ceramic Ritual Palo Santo Mug (named after Kamala Harris, $60 retail). Both items have become daily ritual pieces that have helped Morena herself stay grounded during Covid.

The Matilda Ceramic Cloud Spice bowls (named after Matilda Joslyn Gage, $185 retail) can be used for everything from charcuterie boards to holding your jewelry when cooking or even banchan (small side dishes in Korean cuisine).

The Coco Ceramic Blate (named after Coco Chanel, $70 retail) is a hybrid between a bowl and a plate, and the Stephanie Ceramic Utility Vase (named after Morena’s close friend Stephanie who is a cancer survivor, $85 retail) is the perfect vessel for holding utensils, toothbrushes and chopsticks.

Forma, with locations in Venice and Santa Monica, is known for one of the most extensive collections of domestic and imported cheeses, curated by chef Piero Topputo and co-owner Mario Sabatino and is offering cheese platters, an impressive and stress-free holiday gift. The menu features more than 70 varieties, including bloomy rind, washed-rind, blue veined, truffled, soft and hard cheeses. Each cheese ranges from $13 - $29 for a 4oz. takeout portion.

To make the cheese board process as simple as possible, all cheeses come with accompaniments including dry apricots, dry cranberries, almonds, walnuts, Tarallucci bread, pecan and fruit toasted baguette, honey and marmalade. If selecting cheeses feels a bit intimidating, the team at Forma can walk guests through the process of building a balanced board. Their recommended picks for the holidays include French Triple cream, Fourme D’Ambert, Moliterno with Truffle, Cabra Romero and Red Hawk.

Check out the “Cheese at Home” tab on their online menu to view the full selection. Guests can order online for pickup or delivery (also via Postmates, DoorDash and Caviar) or they can call their nearest Forma location to order for pick-up.

Combining their famed sustainably farmed cannabis with a Tuscan olive blend from the family’s award-winning Campodonico organic farms, Aster Farms in Northern California has partnered with premium pantry goods company Potli for a special holiday drop: Aster Farms x Potli Cannabis Infused Extra Virgin Olive Oil.

Home to both Aster Farms cannabis and Campodonico olives, this limited edition EVOO is an ode to Lake County California’s unique terroir. At 1,300 feet in elevation, across nine-and-a-half acres of volcanic Lacustrine soils, every bottle was harvested with intention using an olive oil blend from Campodonico organic farm and other Lake County olive farms. The Tuscan variety olives, locally blended, are balanced with a single strain of Aster Farm’s sun-grown Watermelon OG. The oil — featuring bold, green and peppery notes — is perfect for promoting relaxation, increasing appetites and senses. Each 8.45 fl oz bottle contains 100mg THC, 8mg CBD, and has a suggested retail price of $35.

Moët & Chandon’s Specially Yours program provides a simple way to personalize gift boxes online in just a few clicks. Upon purchasing a bottle of Impérial Brut or Rosé Impérial, visit moetpersonalization.com to begin the custom-
When customizing the front of the box, you have the option of choosing from a bank of suggested words, or you can choose your own message up to 16 characters. Wine offerings include Moët Impérial Brut (SRP $44,) the Champagne House’s flagship wine, with a golden straw yellow color and bright fruity aromas of apple, pear, white peach and citrus as well as the Moët Rosé Impérial (SRP $60), distinguished by its pink and amber color and bouquet of red fruits and juicy berries. With more of us in the kitchen this year, it’s been a boon for cookbooks.

CHI SPACCA: A New Approach to American Cooking ($30) is Mozzaplex Group Nancy Silverton’s 10th book and is the perfect gift for this holiday season as more of us are cooking at home. The collection of recipes named after her restaurant, which translates to “he or she who cleaves,” includes rubs and spices as well as her grilled tomahawk pork chop with fennel pollen, braised brisket and porcini-rubbed double bone veal chops with roasted onions and brown butter jus. There are also plenty of sides and salads as well to lend comfort to the season. And if meat’s not your beast, The VegNews Guide to Being a Fabulous Vegan: Look Good, Feel Good & Do Good in 30 Days (Hachette Go, 12/15/20, Paperback, $19.99) is an all-in-one, super practical guide to going vegan. The number of people identifying as vegan has increased dramatically in the last three years, thanks to trends like Meatless Mondays and Veganuary and celebrities like Joaquin Phoenix and Mayim Bialik speaking out on the virtues of the plant-based life. Longtime VegNews editor Jasmin Singer shares everything you need to know about the myths and realities of adopting a plant-based life in 30 chapters, broken into daily topics covering every-thing from that inevitable where-do-you-get-your-protein question, to how not to be an a**hole vegan. Every chapter ends with a tasty recipe from the VegNews team.

As consumers aim to avoid shopping in stores and ship packages to friends and family they won’t be gathering with this year, shipping carriers will be strained with the surge in online shopping. AmazingClubs.com is an easy and safe gift this holiday season that will keep on giving well into 2021, featuring dozens of top-rated gift of the month clubs. Not only will your loved ones have something to open during the holidays with a printable certificate, but also continue to receive gifts each month. With everything from beer, wine and coffee to bacon, peanut butter, ice cream and lobster, the customized Variety Club offers 7.8 billion different club combinations to help you create a perfect personalized gift.
Looking for a New Podcast?

This exciting new construction themed podcast will cover all things infrastructure related in Southern California & beyond.
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TEN ART BOOKS THAT BELONG ON EVERYONE’S WISH LIST

Recommended titles for the bibliophiles in your life

BY SHANA NYS DAMROT

FROM high-fashion concept portraits to progressive design collaboration, the life and times of visual culture superstars, passionately Californian contemporary photography, quirky sketchbooks of modern life’s charms and foibles, a fresh look at a seminal nature adventure, and an exhibition catalog for a progressive culture icon, with these books, you can’t go wrong whether giving or receiving.

YOSHIKI: XY. A new high-art photography book featuring rock star and fashion icon YOSHIKI, this full-length XY book and DVD set, which is packaged in a custom cosmetic case, reveals “a YOSHIKI you have never seen before,” with the famed rock drummer and classical pianist photographed in cutting-edge fashion amidst dreamlike settings, captured by award-winning L.A.-based fine art and editorial photographer Melanie Pullen. (Kodansha) amazon.co.jp

Luchita Hurtado. Honoring the fascinating life of painter Luchita Hurtado (1920–2020), this is an intimate portrait in her own words and extensive material from her studio’s archive. Hurtado’s story spans from Venezuela to New York, California to New Mexico and follows her friendships with renowned artists and intellectuals – from the Mexican muralists, Marcel Duchamp, and Man Ray. Available for pre-order November 28, what would have been her 100th birthday. (Hauser & Wirth) hauserwirth.com

Design Commune. Revealing the evolution of an acclaimed design studio rooted in the California aesthetic, ethos, and lifestyle, this book traces the multidisciplinary practice Commune has pursued since its inception in 2004. The work featured highlights all the areas that Commune engages, including interior design projects for private and commercial spaces, artist collaborations, product designs, packaging, graphics and activism. (Abrams) abramsbooks.com

California Love. A passion for California’s heart and soul inspired curator Michael Rababy in this collection of 110 California-based photographers, revealing a shared appreciation for all that makes the west coast state the dreamy place it is. Their images are as varied stylistically as the state is geographically, and reflect the people, places, and per-
George Byrne: Post-Truth. A monograph of work developed by the Australian artist while exploring his new home of Los Angeles, large-scale photographs depict the textures, surfaces and landscapes as abstract assemblage. Byrne celebrates and memorializes the city’s low-slung structures, unique palette, distinctive light, iconic flora and bleached facades. An exhibition of prints from the book is currently on view at domicile on Fountain Ave. (Hamilton Press) georgebyrne.com

Ralph Steadman: A Life in Ink. This volume offers the definitive career retrospective on the work of artist Ralph Steadman. Renowned for his collaborations with Hunter S. Thompson and his signature ink-splatter style, Steadman is a prolific artist, illustrator, political cartoonist, album cover designer, and satirist who has been creating art for more than 60 years. For the first time, the artist opened his studio and archives to create a book that encompasses his entire career. (Chronicle) chroniclebooks.com

David Byrne & Maira Kalman: American Utopia. A joyful collaboration between old friends Byrne and Kalman, designed and edited by Alex Kalman, American Utopia offers readers an antidote to cynicism, bursting with pathos, humanism, and hope – featuring Byrne’s words and lyrics brought to life with more than 150 of Kalman’s colorful paintings, created for the Broadway show/ Spike Lee HBO special, and composed of small moments, expressions, and gestures that together offer a portrait of daily life and coexistence. (Bloomsbury) bloomsbury.com

Cole Sternberg: John Muir’s My First Summer in the Sierras. This is a reissue of Muir’s beloved tome, re-visualized by artist Cole Sternberg in an effort to question, encourage, and inspire naturalists of our times. Considered one of the patron saints of 20th-century environmentalism, Muir’s appeal to modern readers is that he not only explored the American West but fought for its preservation. This version imagines something grander in artist Cole Sternberg’s re-visualization and design. (Hat & Beard) hatandbeard.com

Angela Davis: Seize The Time. The exhibition catalogue for a retrospective on Davis’s life that will open at the Oakland Museum in 2021, the project is inspired by a private archive and features contemporary work by artists who acknowledge the continued relevance of Davis’s experience and politics. Profusely illustrated with materials found in the archive, including press coverage, photographs, court sketches, videos, music, writings, correspondence, and Davis’s political writings, the book also features interviews with Angela Davis and Lisbet Tellefsen, the archivist who collected those materials, as well as essays that touch on visibility and invisibility, history, memory, and the iconography of black radical feminism. Sold out online but in stock at EsoWon. (Hirmer) esowonbookstore.com

Brian Rea: Avoid This. This collection of cheeky behavior and bad ideas from acclaimed artist and illustrator Brian Rea will make you cringe, snicker, and compulsively turn the page for more. Rea’s simple yet poignant scenes depict a version of life so close to our everyday that it’s best to laugh so you don’t cry. Avoid This is made for lovers of black humor, yet the handsome textured hardcover gives only a hint of the dark fancies within. (Princeton Architectural Press) papress.com

David Byrne Maira Kalman American Utopia interior

Ralph Steadman A Life in Ink interior

Cole Sternberg John Muir cover

Angela Davis Seize The Time

Free Angela
MOTORHEAD

Ace of Spades – Deluxe Collector’s Edition Box Set (BMG)

BY BRETT CALLWOOD

It’s 40 years since British metal icons Motorhead released the Ace of Spades album, and we’re coming up on half a decade since we lost Lemmy. The beloved, gruff-voiced but beautifully warm frontman might have been born in Stoke, England, but he considered Los Angeles his home for much of his life and, famously, was pretty much a part of the furniture at the Rainbow when not on tour.

So it’s important that we celebrate this anniversary appropriately. After all, while Ace of Spades is the band’s fourth album (after the self-titled, Overkill and Bomber), it’s their most iconic and commercially successful. Not that too many Motorhead fans give a shit about commercial success, but still. It peaked at number four in the UK charts and was certified gold. Make of that what you will. Meanwhile, the title track remains the band’s most recognizable song by some distance. It is in fact one of the most recognizable songs that the metal genre has gifted us with, along with Black Sabbath’s “Paranoid” among others.

That album is included in this extensive and exhaustive box set, mastered at half-speed from the original master tapes which, if you’re not a studio-head, essentially means that the quality is improved. Besides that, there’s really not a lot left to be said about the album that hasn’t already been said. It opens with that perfect title track, and the likes of “Love Me Like a Reptile,” “(We Are) the Road Crew,” “Jailbait” and “Bite the Bullet” whizz past at something that would be very difficult to describe as half speed.

It’s no wonder that, back in the late ’70s and early ’80s, punks embraced Motorhead as much as the metal-heads did. Whereas a lot of hard rock albums from this period can sound a little leaden and maybe a bit clunky today, Ace of Spades still sounds fiery, dirty, raw and wonderfully nasty, and it’s dated remarkably well.

So what else do we get in the deluxe box set? Well, much like the equally amazing Made in 1979 box that came out last year, this takes hours and hours of work but is worth every minute. Perhaps casual fans and a curious few can do without a whole record of alternative versions and instrumentals that are packed onto a double album called The Good, the Broke & the Ugly, and a 10” called A Fistful of Instrumentals. It’s a wonderful thing, to be able to hear a classic album take shape; alternative versions of “Ace of Spades,” “(We Are) the Road Crew,” “Jailbait,” etc are practically unrecognizable but for the lyrics, while b-sides such as “Godzilla Akimbo” and “Waltz of the Vampire” are fun to revisit.

So that’s the mass of gorgeous vinyl covers, the book, and the actual box (which comes with a cardboard bullet belt). So that’s the lot. It takes hours and hours to get through everything in the box, but fans will agree that there isn’t a wasted minute. Perhaps casual fans and a curious few can do without a whole record of instrumentals, but there are those of us who wallow in this stuff and this box set delivers.
LA WEEKLY Classifieds

EMPLOYMENT & EDUCATION

Golden Eye Bionics LLC seeks MEMS Engr. Ph.D in Elect. Eng. reqd. MEMS process develop & optimize, perform data analysis, write & maintain MEMS eqms. SOP and components manuf. procedure. Work site: Pas-adena, CA. Mail resumes to: 73 N Vinedo Avenue, Pasadena, CA 91107

HULL, LLC Senior Software Developer: Santa Monica, CA: Designs & re-builds Hulfs next-generation ad serving platform contributing to Hulfs ad serving system. Req: Each deg or foreign equiv in Comp & Info Tech or closely relat- ed + 2 yrs exp in SW dev or related. Must have 2yrs of exp w/ an object-oriented programming language such as Java or Python, building RESTful APIs, using any of the program- ming technologies such as Java or Python, by exp w/ a relational database management system. Send CV to A. Noronha, Hull LLC, 2500 Broadway, Floor 2, Santa Monica, CA 90404. Please ref code: SS94X 60E

Application Development Associate Manage- r (Accenture LLP: Los Angeles, CA): Develop or update project plans for information technology projects, including project objectives, technologies, systems, information specifications, schedules, funding, and staffing. Must have willingness and ability to travel domestic- ally approximately 10% of the time to meet client needs. Multiple Positions Available. For complete job description, list of requirements, and to apply, go to: www.accentu-ure.com/us-en/careers

LEGAL NOTICES

SUMMONS
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT: PORSHIE PATRICK WILSON a.k.a PORSHIE P. WILSON, an individual; GROUND, an individual; CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, an Agency of the State of California; and DOES 1 through 20, inclusive. YOU ARE SUED BY PLAINTIFF: Veros Credit, LLC NOTICE: You have been sued. The court may decide against you. Get your legal help. You must file an answer with the court within 30 days after this summons and legal papers are served on you to file a written response at this court and have a copy served on the plaintiff. A letter or phone call will not protect you. You must file a written response within 30 days. If you do not respond within 30 days, the court may decide against you. YOU ARE BEING SUED BY PLAINTIFF: Veros Credit, LLC NOTICED: You have been sued. The court may decide against you. Get your legal help. You must file an answer with the court within 30 days after this summons and legal papers are served on you to file a written response at this court and have a copy served on the plaintiff. A letter or phone call will not protect you. You must file a written response within 30 days. If you do not respond within 30 days, the court may decide against you. YOU ARE BEING SUED BY PLAINTIFF: Veros Credit, LLC NOTICED: You have been sued. The court may decide against you. Get your legal help. You must file an answer with the court within 30 days after this summons and legal papers are served on you to file a written response at this court and have a copy served on the plaintiff. A letter or phone call will not protect you. You must file a written response within 30 days. If you do not respond within 30 days, the court may decide against you.

Case Number: 87-2020-00049969-CU-MSN-CT
The name, address and telephone number of plaintiff's attorney or plaintiff, without an attorney, is: Robert M. Terranova, Esq/Raymond J. Naples, Esq Bar # 254313/292348, Sadaf Qajaeli, Esq, SB1319440. Veros Credit, LLC 2935 N Broadway, Suite 400, Santa Ana, CA 92701, Phone Number: 714-210-6952, Fax Number: 714-415-6154. Date: 01/29/2019 M. Veros Credit, LLC

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

LION'S SPA: Special! Massage. $40 HT. 4241 BEVERLY BLVD. #203 213:432:8884

WANTED HOTWHEELS 1968-1985 COLLECTOR WILL PAY TOP DOLLAR (562) 708-9069 acmecollectables.com

Thank you Saint Jude, Saint of the Impossible, EC

REAL ESTATE

ROOM FOR RENT 2116 Portland Street. Bedroom with private bathroom. Rent is $1,100/ month, WiFi, A/C and all utilities included. Close to USC and downtown. (213) 215-1550

RENT with 7 days 9am-9pm utilities included. Close to USC and downtown.